Remote Sessions
Susannah offers telephone and Skype (Skype ID: susannah.redelfs) sessions for all existing clients,
and new clients as well. These sessions can be a combination of full merged 5th-dimensional channeling,
distance healing/energy adjustment work, and spiritual coaching in techniques and exercises from the Council
of One in energetic merge with Susannah.
The Council is very good at questions concerning your spiritual development and evolution, the state of
your body and fields, matters of psychological and physical health, and the nature of your soul and its path of
expansion and evolution. Past lives are accessed from the Akashic where relevant, appropriate, or requested.
They are very adept at tracking probabilities and vectors (though not “fortune-telling”). They are also able to
train you to become more attuned to your own soul and your individual spirit guides (“guardian angels”).
Everything I provide for clients in an in-person session is available from a distance. While the effects
and experience may be perceived as more subtle, it is just as effective.
Please be aware that all energy work sessions involve channeling, and all channeling sessions include
energy work, so it’s really a matter of what you want to emphasize for the session. Coaching and training will
depend on what you are interested in developing—email me for any clarification about this.
Telephone sessions will be recorded only upon your written or spoken request, and provided as a digital
download in .mp3 format only. Although every attempt will be made to provide you with a requested recording,
the files are handled through a third-party service and cyber mishaps do happen. (Note: Skype calls may not be
recorded—there is no current solution for recording Skype calls that has proved of consistent quality).
After booking your appointment, be sure I know your phone or Skype number, as I will call you at your
appointment time. Send me an email at the address given below with the information or make a note of it in
your appointment booking on Schedulicity.
To make the most productive use of your time in your session, it is a good idea to have a list of your
questions and/or concerns in priority order, so that we can be sure to cover most if not all of your issues of
interest. Many clients have commented that the Council has answered questions on the list that they hadn’t
verbally requested yet, so they are also very efficient at times.
Rates for phone sessions are $110/hour, in increments of 20 minutes.
Up to 20 minutes: $40
21-40 minutes: $75
41-60 minutes: $110
I also provide a package deal of four (4) 20-minute sessions for $130. This is intended for those who
would like weekly sessions, or sessions no more than two weeks apart. Sessions can be combined into 40minute sessions if desired.
IF I HAVE NOT SEEN YOU IN PERSON BEFORE, OR IF IT HAS BEEN SOME YEARS, THE
MINIMUM SESSION FEE FOR AN INITIAL SESSION IS FOR 1 ½ HOURS ($150).
It is suggested that those who have not worked with me before thoroughly explore my website,
especially the Unified Field and Techniques pages, as you will be coached in how to use these techniques in
order to leverage and maintain the work going forward and for you to derive maximum benefit and efficiency
from the session.
Major credit/debit cards are accepted and are invoiced after the session via PayPal. It is not necessary
that you have a PayPal membership to use a credit/debit card to pay the invoice.
ALL INITIAL SESSIONS ARE INVOICED IN ADVANCE. Your appointment will be cancelled if
payment for an initial session is not received prior to our session. After that initial session, invoicing will occur
following the sessions.
To make an appointment, use my online scheduling tool at:
https://www.schedulicity.com/Scheduling/?business=COOMC3

The Council of One is a merged entity of 5th-dimensional souls whose collective highest purpose is supporting and
coordinating the physical and spiritual evolution of this universe and its embodied inhabitants, which includes Planet
Earth. The Council offers a unique and inclusive perspective on the changes occurring in ourselves and in Earth
herself. Working through incarnate partners on Earth and elsewhere, they seed their unconditional love into the
physical plane. Their orientation is pragmatic, and their energetic signature is pure unconditional love. They provide
practical, effective spiritual tools and techniques for “spiritual self-help.” They offer their viewpoints, teachings, and
energy in the greatest love and without condition or expectation of belief. They encourage us to use our own
discernment as to our truth, whenever we are presented with any kind of information or input. As a merged group,
they offer a whole greater than the sum of its parts, and their trademark is love, humor, and the occasional muchneeded “kick-start” to the next level of consciousness.
Susannah Redelfs is highly trained etheric surgeon and energy worker whose focus is on supporting people through
this critical transition on Earth with both energy and information. She is also a conscious merged channel with over
two decades of experience working in partnership with the Council of One. Her upper-dimensional medical specialty
is the harmonization of all energy bodies with the physical, so that greater joy and communion with Spirit can be
attained and experienced on a daily basis while living a human lifetime. Her divine essence is Synergy, which makes
her a specialist in the harmonization and balancing of energy fields, probabilities, and people. She works equally
effectively one-on-one or in small groups. Her picture of reality is that she is a vast multidimensional master who is
here to work with other powerful masters to co-create a daily experience of joy on the physical plane, otherwise
known as Heaven on Earth. As such, her orientation is not to “heal” or “fix” anyone, but to play with and support
her fellow masters during these times of accelerated and unprecedented change.
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